
21 - 27 MAY 2021

engage  |  activate  |  revitalise 

Soul Safari Retreat
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Our vision is to share the wild places of Africa in a way that is 

both environmentally responsible and nurturing to your spirit. 

These remote areas provide a means of reconnecting with our  

inner landscapes – something so often neglected and forgotten in 

the modern fast-pace world in which we live. 

Our aim is to give you the opportunity to share in this  

magnificent journey and enjoy the wilderness for what it is,  

while at the same time allowing you to find inner-strength 

and rejuvenation.

An interactive 7-day wellness safari.
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Marataba Conservation Explorers Camp is one of South Africa’s most innovative conservation models 
with a unique public-private partnership that protects the area’s diverse flora and fauna through 
modern, hands-on conservation practices. Experience the magnificence of breath-taking mountains, 
vast plains, rich animal diversity, and winding rivers within 21 000 hectares (52 000 acres) of malaria-
free wilderness.

Only a 60-minute flight from Johannesburg’s International Airport, guests experience alternative and 
tailored safari activities combined with a self-exploration and wellness programme, not seen before in 
Africa.

Accommodation is comfortable, chic, en-suite tents with king or twin bed configuration.  They are 
only 5 canvas tented units (maximum 10 people) limiting the camp carbon footprint. Morning and 
afternoon daily safari activities are entirely tailored around you to ensure for the utmost flexibility to 
combine either as a couple or individual with your retreat programme. 

Under the expansive African skies Louise will guide you through a regenerative process in complete 
harmony with the surrounding wilderness of Marataba. Drawing from a wealth of experience, and with 
each individual’s journey nurtured and respected, Louise will ensure your retreat will unfold as each day 
brings new beginnings.

Your Wellness Programme

Your Safari Destination
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DAY 1: MAY 21 - Meet at Johannesburg Airport (we can arrange pre-arrival accommodation).

Charter flight from Johannesburg direct to the lodge. Introduction, check-in and orientation to the 
6-night programme before an afternoon game drive and welcome dinner.

Louise will be available after dinner for personal conversation and interaction and to discuss your 
personal diary.

Your Itinerary

DAY 2: MAY 22- Daily safari activities will be discussed on arrival and co-ordinated during your 

stay. You can join these daily scheduled departures – or choose to remain in camp.

MORNING yoga / movement 90 minutes. 
Introduction to the Tibetan Rites - notes included on this ancient system of meditational movement 
which is easily incorporated into modern lifestyle with the most inspiring results.

One on one session with guests for massage, Reiki, counselling from breakfast to before evening 
game drive.

AFTER LUNCH 1hr informal lecture / workshop on practical tools for stress and anxiety 

EVENING Satsang after dinner for 30 minutes. Reading, meditation, leave to go to bed in silence.

DAY 3: MAY 23 - Daily safari activities available 

MORNING yoga / movement 90 minutes. 
Natural yoga postures which reflect the natural world such as mountain pose, tree pose, bird pose, 
cobra, locust, dog. Focusing on how to attain emotional and mental adaptability and flexibility. 

AFTER LUNCH 1hr informal lecture / workshop on nutrition. This is a lively hands-on discussion on the 
medicinal value of food, fruit, vegetables, herbs including fun on-site harvesting and tasting from the 
Lodge’s kitchen garden.

EVENING Satsang after dinner for 30 minutes. Reading, meditation, leave to go to bed in silence.

DAY 4: MAY 24 - Daily safari activities available 

MORNING yoga / movement 90 minutes. 
Tibetan Rites and Pranayama (breathing methods) as well as relaxation 

AFTER LUNCH 1hr informal lecture / Life Principles. 

EVENING Satsang after dinner for 30 minutes. Reading, meditation, leave to go to bed in silence.
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DAY 5: MAY 25 - Daily safari activities available 

MORNING yoga / movement 90 minutes. 
Yoga sequences session for guests to learn and take home with them. 
One on one session with guests for massage, Reiki, counselling from breakfast to before evening 
game drive.

AFTER LUNCH 1hr informal lecture / workshop on Reiki attunement; how to practice on self and 
others, completed with manual and certificate.

EVENING Satsang after dinner for 30 minutes. Reading, meditation, leave to go to bed in silence.

DAY 6: MAY 26  

Daily safari activities available 

MORNING yoga / movement 90 minutes. 
Morning yoga practice, learning poses to take home for future use. 

FULL MOON CEREMONY

The afternoon game drive will lead to a special location for solo and collective vision quests, engaging 
in a ritual cleanse and steam as well as meditation. Dinner either on-site or back at camp depending 
on weather.

For those on safari a full-moon census count; logging, monitoring and identification of the white and 
black rhino as well as other nocturnal species will be on offer as an alternative activity.

DAY 7: MAY 27  - Morning safari 

Farewell morning safari with tree-planting ceremony to express gratitude, ending and beginnings. A 
chance for the group to reflect and share their journey over the past few days.

A private air charter will depart the Marataba Conservancy to return back to Johannesburg.

Further travel options are available should you wish to explore South Africa, the region or combine 
with another destination.
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Brigitte and Louise’s friendship started with yoga lessons and has over 
time grown into a special relationship of respect and love. As cancer  
survivors they share a common journey having both dealt with illness  
and loss.  
 
Louise has helped Brigitte to navigate this fast-paced life through finding 
an inner calm, whilst Brigitte has shared her love for Africa and the bush 
with Louise.  
 
Their new venture combines a wealth of expertise and passion to provide a 
unique and life-changing safari and yoga retreat experience.

Brigitte Walsh embodies the modern traveller 
and has built her expertise on the foundations of 
exceptional service, style and sophistication. She is a 
travel connoisseur having journeyed through Africa 
fine-tuning her craft of providing unique, luxury 
experiences, over the past 25 years.

Louise Westerhout is a therapist and educator 
who has worked internationally (UK, USA, Sweden, 
Argentina, France, Poland) for the last two decades. 
She is a devotee of Swami Ventkatesananda and an 
experienced yoga teacher specializing in meditation, 
relaxation, flexibility and consciousness.

She is a sixth generation Reiki Master, massage 
therapist, and counsellor. As a cancer survivor, artist, 
therapist and disabled person she is dedicated to 
service, healing, community and consciousness.

Your Hosts
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There are limited number of safari tents available ensuring for exclusivity. For your own  enjoyment 
we cannot accept children below 18 years old.

WHAT IS INCLUDED:
Rate is inclusive of accommodation, all meals, soft drinks with teas & coffees, South African premium 
& sparkling wines, local & premium brand spirts, refreshments on game drives, safari activities 
including day & night game drives, wild nature walks, tree planting, hikes & boating. Wi-Fi.

Return private air charters from Johannesburg Airport, Bed Levy, Conservation Contribution & Park 
Entry Fees.

Daily safari activities.

Daily mindful schedule which will include morning & afternoon sessions as outlined in our 
programme and Louise will be on hand throughout the week to facilitate private sessions.

COST:  R64 000  PER PERSON SHARING*

*Available in king double or twin room configuration with single rate suppliment available upon 
request. 

2 x 1-hour consultation sessions with Louise during the retreat.

Louise’s personal journal of information gathered from the week for you to take home.

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED:
International flights (we can assist with these on request) into Johannesburg. 
All premium branded drinks such as champagne, single malt whiskies & brandies. 
Single Rate Suppliment 
Lodge Staff Gratuities  
Pre & Post trips prior to the Retreat.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
All bed levies, conservation and park entry fees are subject to change and will be increased as these 
rates are beyond our control.

Terms & Conditions

INSURANCE:
All travellers are advised to take out fully comprehensive insurance with “cancellation for no reason”.  
The insurance must be able to fully cover cancellation of travel fewer than 60 days prior to arrival.

We look forward to welcoming you to our unique – purposefully selected – retreat in Africa.

We kindly ask for a commitment fee of 30% to secure your participation. 

Contact brigitte@wideafrica.co.za to confirm

https://wideafrica.co.za/soul-safari-retreat 

www.wideafrica.com 
+27 (0) 83 9779 459

Cost with Terms & Conditions

https://wideafrica.co.za/soul-safari-retreat/tc/
https://wideafrica.co.za/soul-safari-retreat/

